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1. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1.1 This paper describes the recent work of the Pecuniary Loss
Working Party (PLWP).

1.2 Section 2. provides the context for the recent work and describes
the decision to concentrate on Mortgage Indemnity Guarantee
(MIG).

1.3 Section 3. contains descriptions of recent developments in the MIG
marketplace, covering the UK housing market, reserving practice
and product development.

1.4 A particular methodology has been used to describe the complex
relationships between factors affecting MIG. This methodology is
described in general in Section 4.

1.5 Two relationship models have been developed and are also
described in detail in Section 4. The Macro Relationship Model
describes the economy wide relationships, whilst the Micro
Relationship Model describes the relationships relevant to an
individual risk.

1.6 Section 5. describes the development from the Macro Relationship
Model of a Catastrophe Warning Indicator.

1.7 Section 6. describes the continued development of a Premium
Rating and Reserving Model, which has been assisted by the
development of the Micro Relationship Model.

1.8 Next steps are covered in Section 7. In particular, the PLWP
requests feedback on the work to date and direction for the future,
both for MIG and other product lines.
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 Background

Previous PLWP investigations have included MIG, and resulting
papers have been presented to GIRO conferences. The last such
paper, presented to the 1991 GIRO conference, concentrated on
developing a stochastic model to predict future MIG experience.
The discussion at the 1991 GIRO conference took place at a time
of increased awareness of MIG and of increased interest in the
significant impact of likely future experience.

2.2 PLWP Membership

2.2.1 The 1992 PLWP was formed after the 1991 GIRO
conference, including individuals employed by lenders, by
insurers, in consultancy, and in the Government Actuary's
Department.

2.2.2 The membership is as follows:

2.2.3 Whilst it is certainly true that the PLWP has benefited from
its broad composition, the inclusion of suppliers and
purchasers of the MIG product at a time of its review and
renegotiation has complicated the PLWP's progress and
access to information in particular.

2.3 Coverage

2.3.1 The PLWP decided to concentrate attention to cover one
area in depth rather than spread resources too thinly. In
view of the current interest, the area chosen was MIG.

2.3.2 This paper covers UK MIG in detail. MIG in overseas areas
is described in Appendix A1.
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2.4 Methodology

Standard working party methodology has been used throughout,
with interested individual members progressing particular elements
and submitting their work to group review.

2.5 Acknowledgements

2.5.1 The PLWP Chairman places on record his thanks to:

• PLWP members, whose enthusiasm has remained high
throughout,

• all support staff at the Institute of Actuaries,

• his secretary, Jane Rowell, who has produced the final
paper from drafts of varying legibility.

2.5.2 Particular thanks are due to Magorah Maruyama, who
developed the relationship modelling methodology
described in Section 4. below, and to Gareth Morgan,
whose book "Images of Organisation" contains a detailed
description of this methodology which has been used as
the basis for the description contained in Section 4.
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3. MARKET DEVELOPMENTS

3.1 UK Economy/Housing Market

3.1.1 During the last couple of years or so the UK economy has
been in the doldrums, and in particular some of the
economic factors affecting the incidence and intensity of
MIG claims have continued to play a major role. As
mentioned elsewhere in this paper, there are several
factors that can give rise to a MIG claim, but the
occurrence of several of these factors at the same time
has led to the current catastrophic position. Although
mortgage interest rates have generally been reduced over
the last two years or so, there has been growing
unemployment and falling house prices, particularly in the
South of England, and with growing public unease about
investing in the housing market, there has continued to be
a depressed housing market for some time. Recent
evidence suggests that the recession is likely to persist,
which points to a continued depressed housing market,
notwithstanding efforts by lenders to come up with
initiatives to stimulate confidence in the housing market. It
is thought that any such initiatives by lenders will, at best,
have only marginal effects on the housing market unless
there is an accompanying improvement in the relevant
economic conditions.

3.1.2 The following table shows the trend in number of properties
repossessed during each of the last five half years together
with the number of mortgages in arrears at the end of each
period:-

H1 1990 H2 1990 H1 1991 H2 1991 H1 1992

Repossessions in Period

16,560 27,330 36,610 38,930 35,750

12+ months in arrears

21,580 36,100 59,690 91,740 113,869

6-12 months in arrears

87,790 123,110 162,210 183,610 191,280
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3.1.3 Care needs to be taken in interpreting the above table
because as mortgage rates are reduced, there is a
corresponding increase in the number of months a
particular mortgage is in arrears. Hence the increase in the
number of cases 12+ months in arrears is partly explained
by the reduction in mortgage rates..

3.1.4 Some lenders have tried to stimulate confidence in the
housing market by accepting reduced mortgage payments
so as to avoid repossession. This is to some extent
reflected in the figures shown above. However, there has,
as a consequence, been a large increase in the numbers
of mortgages 12+ months and 6-12 months in arrears.
There is then the danger that all that these lenders are
doing is to delay the ultimate situation of repossession and
thus deferring insurance claims. This is clearly a matter of
concern for insurance companies and lenders in seeking to
determine the amount of the provisions to cover future
claims arising from contracts already written.

3.2 Reserving

Since the report presented to GIRO in 1990 there have been some
significant changes both in the reserving practice of insurers and
the MIG contract itself. This section deals with the changes relating
to reserving, whilst the next section deals with changes in the
product.

3.2.1 Unearned Premium Reserve

3.2.1.1 One of the provisions that needs to be set up at
the end of an accounting period is that for
unearned premiums.

3.2.1.2 According to the most recent ABI SORP on
Accounting for Insurance Business "Written
premiums should be regarded as earned evenly
over the life of the policy, unless the exposure to
risk is uneven, in which case the written premium
should be regarded as earned in accordance with
the risk profile. Provisions for unearned
premiums at the end of an accounting period
should be calculated accordingly." Thus the
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pattern of the claims experience is examined
from year to year to review the basis for earned
premiums, although changes are unlikely to be
made unless significant changes occur in the
distribution of the claims. However, it is very
difficult to judge what the long term pattern is, as
is demonstrated later in Figure 3.1 which shows
the diversity of the treatment of earned premiums
by different companies.

3.2.1.3 As a result of the examination of its pattern of
claims experience, one company changed its
basis, which had been in force for some decades
from earning premium almost uniformly over a
period of eighteen years to the following basis:-

% of Written Premium earned in year

Year
%

1

0

2

5

3

15

4

20

5

18

6

14

7
10

8
7

9
5
10
3

11
3

3.2.1.4 The percentage of written premiums which are
unearned at the end of each year are then as
follows:-

% of Written Premium unearned at end of year

Year
%

1

100

2
95

3

80

4

60

5

42

6

28

7

18

8

11

9

6

10

3

11

0

3.2.1.5 During the two year period since these revised
patterns were set, the claims experience has
shown far more claims than previously occurring
early in the life of a policy. On the basis of data
currently available in respect of claims notified to
date the pattern of earning of premiums would be
as follows:-

% of Written Premium earned in year

Year
%

1
1

2

6

3
20

4
26

5
20

6

12

7
7

8
4

9
2
10
1

11
1
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3.2.1.6 This latter investigation includes experience of
claims originating from business written in 1988
and payments made in years of development 3
and 4. It is thought that the large payments made
to date have somewhat disturbed the true
position. Eventually (ie four to five years time),
the spread of claim numbers and payments for
the business written around three to five years
ago is likely to indicate that the above picture is
false as the problem of the delay in selling
properties will enhance payments made in later
years of development. As a result of this
expected outcome, premiums would be earned
on average later in the period of cover than the
above table indicates, and therefore the pattern
of earning of premiums has not been amended in
line with the above distribution which was based
upon the most recent available data with respect
to notified claims.

3.2.1.7 The distribution of claims over the policy term for
MIG contracts may be affected by several
factors. Whether or not a change in the
distribution of claims should lead to a revision in
the basis of earning of premiums is a matter for
consideration. For example, it may be thought
that premiums should be earned at a faster rate
because:-

a) greater number of claims, policy terminates at
the time of a claim hence all premium earned,

b) increase in house prices, less likely to give
rise to a claim at later durations hence
premiums earned earlier,

c) falling mortgage rates, less likely to give rise
to a claim at later durations hence premiums
earned earlier.
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3.2.1.8 On the other hand, factors couid give rise to
premiums being earned at a slower rate, eg:-

a) falling house prices,

b) increasing mortgage rates,

c) increasing unemployment.

3.2.1.9 As mentioned elsewhere in this paper, the
attitude of lenders with respect to their lending
criteria varies considerably. This in turn has an
effect on the pattern of earning of premiums of
the lender's MIG insurer.

3.2.1.10 As a minor consideration, in some cases a
repayment of premiums may be made if the
mortgage is terminated at an early duration, other
than due to a claim. This is rarely allowed for in
the pattern of earning of premiums because the
policy of repayment of premiums is seldom
adopted.

3.2.1.11 Provided the pattern of earned premiums is
within the guidelines of the ABISORP, short term
factors affecting claim occurrences are unlikely to
lead to a change in the pattern of earned
premiums adopted.

3.2.1.12 In the light of all the uncertainties touched on
above regarding the incidence and intensity of
claims arising from MIG business, it is not
surprising that insurance companies differ widely
as regards the pattern of earning of premiums.
Figure 3.1, which includes patterns for some of
the major insurers in the MIG market and for
other insurers writing MIG business, together with
some theoretical patterns, clearly shows the wide
variation in the pattern of earning of premiums.
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3.2.2 Claims Reserves

3.2.2.1 This section covers the provisions in respect of
claims covering known reported claims, incurred
but not reported claims (IBNR) and future claims.

3.2.2.2 First we mention a couple of recent changes in
respect of claim reporting and claim settlement
and then go on to deal with changes in respect
of reserving practices and levels.

3.2.2.3 There has been an increase in the average delay
in reporting claims owing to the large volume of
claims data. The situation now is that there are
currently large volumes of IBNR claims. This has
resulted from a large backlog of claims in
lenders' hands. As at the end of 1991 accounting
year, information was more generally available
than had been the case in the past from lenders
so that insurers could assess both numbers and
amounts of IBNR claims, so as to reflect more
accurately the expected costs of claims in their
accounts. This is an example of greater
cooperation between lenders and insurers so as
to achieve good relationships at a time when
relationships may otherwise have become
strained.

3.2.2.4 In respect of claim settlement there has been a
change in the speed of settlement of claims.
Insurers are generally concerned that lenders
should be doing everything possible to reduce
the cost of a claim, for example by pursuing the
borrower as much as possible to obtain as much
payback as possible. Some insurers therefore
insist that investigations take place and that claim
forms are completed fully. This has led to a
slowing down in the settlement of claims, and as
a consequence at the end of an accounting
period there is now an even higher level of
reserves for outstanding claims than might have
been expected on the basis of the large number
of claims which have been reported.
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3.2.2.5 The provision for known claims (ie where the
property has been sold and the insurer has been
notified), which have not been settled, could be
arrived at by applying an assumed average
amount to the number of reported outstanding
claims. Owing to the changing patterns of
average severity from one year to the next, the
most appropriate method for setting up a claims
reserve for known claims is likely to be the
individual case estimates, as the eventual cost of
a claim to the insurer is generally known on
notification.

3.2.2.6 For IBNR claims, a separate projection of
numbers and average amounts is likely to be
required. The recent situation (ie as at end of
accounting period for 1991) is that there is a
large number of such cases owing to a backlog
of claims in the hands of lenders. Two methods
of assessing the number of such IBNR cases
are:-

a) obtain from the lenders the total number of
such cases and apply your known percentage
of business with each lender to obtain your
IBNR number,

b) preferable to (a) if available - obtain from
each lender actual details of those cases
relating to business written by your company.

3.2.2.7 An indication of the average cost of a claim may
also be obtained. Otherwise the average cost of
recently notified claims may be adopted as it is
difficult to assess how the average cost of a
claim is likely to change over time, eg the
average cost may increase if mortgage rates rise
and hence so do arrears, or it may decrease if
serious arrears cases have been dealt with, and
the less severe cases are in the IBNR category.
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3.2.2.8 We now turn to the third category of provision
mentioned in the introduction to this section, that
covering future claims.

3.2.2.9 In accordance with the most recent ABI SORP "If
it is anticipated that the enterprise will incur
operational losses during the unexpired period of
risks on its existing insurance contracts, then,
following the prudence concept, it will be
necessary to create an unexpired risks provision
additional to the claims provision and the
unearned premium provision." That is, a
company's global provisions should be sufficient
to cover all future losses on current business,
although in estimating such losses allowance
should be made for the accruals concept of
allowing for future investment income which
relates to business already written by the end
accounting date. Hence, if the margins in the
technical reserves are insufficient to cover the
expected discounted future losses, then the ABI
SORP calls for the setting up of an Additional
Provision for Unexpired Risks (APUR).

3.2.2.10 Insurance companies writing MIG business have
adopted different practices in regard to their
accounting policy. Many companies, over the
years, have allowed only for reported claims and
claims which are strictly IBNR, that is to say,
where the repossessed property has been sold.
Recently most companies have provided an
additional amount in respect of repossessed but
unsold properties, ie cases which have not yet
become claims. They have judged that this claim
cost is one for which a specific provision needs
to be made. In former times such a provision
may not have been needed if the future earned
premium and investment income were deemed to
be adequate to meet emerging claims. Not all
companies providing for this latest category of
claims have identified it as an APUR, instead
they may have added an amount to their
outstanding claims reserve, IBNR reserve or
created some kind of claims equalisation reserve.
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3.2.2.11 Other companies judge that in addition to
providing for repossessed properties, an
additional allowance is needed for the number of
arrears cases which are expected to result in
future repossession. The amount of any such
provision should be after allowing for future
investment income and future earned premiums.
Where companies are not making such
allowances based on their best expectation of
future losses, albeit subject to much uncertainty,
the presumption is that the global provisions
include sufficient margin to cover future losses if
the guidelines of the SORP are being adhered to.
In the case of some companies, this currently
implies that they have very large margins in their
global non-MIG provisions.

3.2.2.12 One interesting feature of the level of reserves
set up as published by individual companies is to
make comparisons between the reserves and the
share of the market each insurer underwrites. As
a result of this an estimate of the relative
strengths of reserves for different insurers can be
made. In addition, an estimate of the total loss
for the market can be made, although a wide
ranging result is obtained by this method and
must therefore be treated with caution.

3.2.2.13 Lenders also set up reserves in their accounts to
reflect doubtful debts arising from doubtful
mortgages. The form of reserves follow on similar
lines to those referred to above for insurers.
Some lenders set up a Specific Provision, which
is a reserve to cover known incurred debts, whilst
other lenders may go further and also set up a
General Provision as a reserve for doubtful debts
which have not yet been incurred.

3.2.2.14 In the case of notified claims the actual claim
cost is generally known and so no assumptions
are required. This is also true in the case of
IBNR claims where the lenders give full
information.
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3.2.2.15 However, assumptions regarding numbers of
claims have to be made in respect of cases
where the property has been repossessed or if
the mortgage is in arrears.

Concerning the occurrence of a claim following
repossession, there are two factors to consider: -

1) percentage of repossessions giving rise to a
loss,

2) percentage of repossessions having MIG
cover.

3.2.2.16 The combination of these two factors gives us
the number of claims likely to arise out of a
known number of repossessions. In the current
economic climate a range of figures is being
adopted. The extremes appear to be around 70%
and 100%, depending upon the insurer, the
lender, and the lending criteria.

3.2.2.17 An assumed average cost per claim can then be
applied to the estimated number of claims to
obtain the expected cost of claims arising from
known repossessions. Some consideration of
how the future average cost may differ from the
current average cost has to be given (examples
of the factors affecting average cost have been
given earlier in this section). This is an area of
subjectivity as the average cost of claims over
the last couple of years has increased greatly.
Most insurers adopt a future average cost similar
to that currently being experienced. This tends to
be in the range £12,000 to £17,000. A lot seems
to depend upon any recovery in, or any further
depression of, the housing market, accompanied
by the lender's attitude towards repossession,
their pursuance of defaulters and their policy of
selling repossessed properties.
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3.2.2.18 Those insurers/lenders setting up provisions for
future claims arising from current known arrears
cases have to make additional assumptions
regarding numbers of claims which will arise.
Some lenders provide details of arrears cases for
their insurers in the following categories;
3-5 months, 6-11 months, 12+ months. One
approach is to assume that 40%-50% of cases
6+ months in arrears will lead to repossession.
Alternatively, different percentages can be
applied to the three categories of number of
months in arrears mentioned above. Clearly, very
much depends upon the scale of the housing
market depression and also the recession -
related economic factors affecting MIG claims.

3.2.2.19 Facts that can be used to assess the position
are:-

1) 54% of mortgages 6+ months in arrears at
end of 1989 led to repossession in 1990,

2) 50% of mortgages 6+ months in arrears at
end 1990 led to repossession in 1991.

3.3 The Product

Since the report presented to GIRO in 1990 there have been
considerable changes implemented and suggested concerning the
MIG contract itself.

3.3.1 Premium Rating

3.3.1.1 Following the general increases in premium rates
in 1987, a further substantial increase took place
in 1991. Insurers imposed increases of the order
of 50% which were to be implemented in mid to
late 1991. Lenders were forced to adopt these
rates otherwise the insurers would have refused
to write the business. Lenders however in most
cases pass the cost on to the borrower, and in
addition receive commission from the insurer on
a larger gross premium.
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3.3.1.2 Typical sets of premium rates used by the
insurance industry before and after the increases
imposed in 1991 (prior to the product
repackaging referred to later) are as follows:-

Loan to Value Pre 1991
Ratio Increase June 1992

Up to 90% £3.50% £5.00%
90%-95% £4.50% £7.00%
Over 95% £7.00% £10.00%

(If available)

3.3.1.3 A variety of rates apply to non-standard loans.
For example, extra loadings are imposed for "low
start" loans and "self certification" loans.

3.3.1.4 At the same time as negotiations took place
regarding revision of premium rates further
negotiations took place regarding commission
terms. At least one lender was prepared to
reduce its commission charge from 30% to 15%.
With the substantial increase in premium rates,
the net effect to the lender in respect of total
commission received was a reduction of about
25% compared to that received before the
revision.

3.3.2 Revised Coverage

3.3.2.1 MIG insurers acted during the first half of 1992 to
reduce the cover available on MIG for new loans
by introducing

(a) an 80/20 division of all deficiencies between
insurer/lender,

(b) an upper limit on the claim of 20% of the
original property value.
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3.3.2.2 It is understood that element (a) above was
included to counter the perceived position that
only insurers are paying on bad loans. The 20%
share of deficiency borne by lenders will ensure
that they feel the financial pain of bad loans. At
least some lenders think this change is
unnecessary as they already suffer financial loss
on bad loans.

3.3.2.3 It is understood that element (b) above was
included to provide a fixed maximum claim
amount on any MIG written in future.

3.3.2.4 The introduction of this "capped 80/20" coverage
is taking place with different timing and different
levels of agreement depending on the lender and
insurer(s) involved.

3.3.2.5 It is understood that a number of national UK
lenders have agreed to the introduction of the
revised MIG coverage for loans for which offers
are made on or after 1 September 1992, with
revised conditions to be negotiated later.

3.3.3 Revised Conditions

3.3.3.1 In addition to the revised coverage discussed
above, MIG insurers are currently introducing
revised terms and conditions for MIG for new
loans.

3.3.3.2 The main elements being introduced cover

(a) the linkage of the availability of the MIG
product to the correct application of the
lender's lending criteria,

(b) the provision by lenders of relevant
management information,

(c) restricted availability of MIG for additional
advances and secured personal loans.
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(d) wording which eliminates all areas of the MIG
product previously open to interpretation.

3.3.3.3 Lenders are currently negotiating practical terms
and conditions with their MIG insurers. As a
general point, lenders are unwilling to agree to
wording that is wider than necessary to deliver
the intent.

3.3.4 Future Product Development

3.3.4.1 As the coverage and condition revisions detailed
above were designed by MIG insurers with little
opportunity for lenders to input to the design
process, it can be expected that in future
products will be developed that meet lenders'
needs more fully.

3.3.4.2 The product development process will be aided
by the availability of greater capacity, both for
MIG covers themselves and for MIG reinsurance.
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4. RELATIONSHIP MODELS

4.1 Methodology

4.1.1 The PLWP's first step was to investigate the causes of the
current MIG experience, and so to understand the
relationships between the various factors involved.

4.1.2 It quickly became clear that the relationships could not be
adequately represented by models built on mechanical
causality - eg that A causes B. Rather, the factors causing
MIG claims are interrelated in a complex way requiring
representation involving mutual causality, which suggests
that A and B may be codefined as a consequence of
belonging to the same system of circular relations.

4.1.3 The PLWP decided to use a methodology found in the
work of Magorah Maruyama, who focuses on positive and
negative feedback in shaping system dynamics. Processes
of negative feedback, where a change in a variable initiates
changes in the opposite direction, are important in
accounting for the stability of systems. Processes
characterised by positive feedback, where more leads to
more and less leads to less, are important in accounting for
system change. Together these feedback mechanisms can
explain why systems gain or preserve a given form, and
how this form can be elaborated and transformed over
time.

4.1.4 Diagrams representing mechanical causality (A causes B)
usually involve straight lines. Diagrams representing more
complex systems use loops rather than lines. In the
particular methodology used here, full lines denote positive
feedback relationships where more leads to more and less
leads to less, and dashed lines denote negative feedback
relationships where changes in one direction are
associated with changes in the opposite direction.

4.2 Models

4.2.1 It is the PLWP's view that the factors driving MIG
experience can be divided into two broad groups.
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4.2.2 Some factors are connected to an individual loan, an
individual borrower, and an individual lender. For example,
an individual loan and borrower have a particular debt
service ratio, which is positively related to MIG claim
frequency: the higher the debt service ratio, the greater the
probability of loan default and hence MIG claim. We
describe the relationships between factors in this group in
our Micro Relationship Model.

4.2.3 Factors in the other group are connected to the general
level of MIG claims. For example, the level of national
house price inflation is negatively related to total MIG claim
outgo: the higher the level of house price inflation across
the UK, the lower the total MIG claims outgo. We describe
the relationships between factors in this group in our Macro
Relationship Model.

4.2.4 In our view the Macro Factors drive the major shifts in the
scale of MIG experience, and the Micro Factors determine
which individual loans will become the MIG claims that
make up the total MIG experience.

4.3 Macro Relationship Model

4.3.1 Our Macro Relationship Model is reproduced in Figure 4.3
on the following page. (A larger print version will be
available as a handout at the 1992 GIRO conference.)
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Figure 4.3: Notes

1. Solid lines represent positive feedback relationships, in which more leads
to more and less leads to less.

2. Dashed lines represent negative feedback relationships, in which more
leads to less and less leads to more.

3. It may be possible to group the factors into

• Social,

• Economic,

• Governmental,

• Lender.
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4.3.2 The key points and conclusions are:

(a) that the central factor is the combined ability of
borrowers to meet their mortgage and other outgoings,

(b) that the recent extreme experience is due to the
coincidence in time of a number of factors

- increases in unemployment,

- removal of double MIRAS tax break,

- increases in mortgage interest rates,

- a period of relatively low inflation,

(c) that these economic variables are not capable of
control by insurers or lenders,

(d) that the factors that can be controlled by lenders are
relatively few.

4.3.3 We believe these macro factors drive the "potential
catastrophe experience" of MIG.

4.3.4 In our view this model can be used as the basis for a MIG
Catastrophe Warning Indicator (developed in Section 5.).

4.4 Micro Relationship Model

4.4.1 Our Micro Relationship Model is reproduced in Figure 4.4
on the following page. (A larger print version will be
available as a handout at the 1992 GIRO conference.)
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Figure 4.4: Notes

1. Solid lines represent positive feedback relationships, in which more leads
to more and less leads to less.

2. Dashed lines represent negative feedback relationships, in which more
leads to less and less leads to more.

3. It is possible to group the factors into

• Income margin factors,

• Employment factors,

• Personal factors,

• Asset margin factors.
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4.4.2 It is our view that the UK economy, housing market, and
mortgage market have changed significantly over the last
5 years. It is therefore not possible to construct an
accurate stochastic model of future MIG experience based
on past data.

4.4.3 However, the model describes the relationship of factors
that can be related to an individual borrower. We believe
these rating factors drive the "normal attrition experience"
of MIG.

4.4.4 In our view this model can assist in providing the basis for
an individual MIG rating and reserving model (developed
in Section 6.).
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5. CATASTROPHE WARNING INDICATOR

5.1 Description

5.1.1 Having established a Macro Relationship Model, we
attempted to identify the relative "strengths" of each
relationship, that is whether a given relationship within our
model could be considered to be strong, medium or weak.
On this basis we were able to narrow down the drivers of
our Macro Relationship Model to a number of key factors
as follows:-

• rate of inflation as measured by RPI,

• annual rate of change in the rate of unemployment,

• annual rate of change in the underlying mortgage rate of
interest,

• maximum multiple of salary on which mortgage advances
are readily and widely available to mortgage borrowers,

• maximum loan-to-value (LTV) ratio readily and widely
available to mortgage borrowers,

• annual rate of change in real house price inflation,

• rate of divorce,

• average percentage of mortgage interest amounts met by
tax relief.

5.1.2 The last factor highlighted above, namely the impact of tax
relief on mortgage repayments, could be argued as being
correlated with the mortgage rate of interest and real
house price inflation. It should be noted, however, that the
majority of these key factors are inter-related and that it will
be inevitable that some degree of apparent duplication of
economic impact will be present in identifying key
economic variables.

5.1.3 A Catastrophe Warning Indicator based on such economic
factors has the advantage of widespread application to
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building societies, other lending institutions and insurers
alike, as a direct result of its general exclusion of factors
which may be specific to a given organisation. By the same
token, it is also relatively straightforward to modify the
values taken by those key factors which are subject to
some degree of variation from one organisation to another
(for example the various mortgage lending criteria) in order
to attempt to reflect more closely the likely experience of
the institution.

5.1.4 The other major advantage of such an indicator lies in the
ease both with which historic data may be obtained and
with which the key factors may be monitored. The factors
incorporated into the model are key economic indicators or
variables underlying key policy decisions of lending
institutions which may be easily determined or which are
widely published. Furthermore, the economic indicators are
subject to a wide range of official and independent
forecasts, both of a short-term and long-term nature.

5.1.5 Here lies the main attraction of the Catastrophe Warning
Indicator. On the basis of some form of consensus
forecasts of key economic indicators and anticipated
industry or company-specific values for other factors, it
may be possible to produce an indicator of the extent and
timing of future catastrophes. In formulating such an
indicator, it is inevitable that any model will be fitted in such
a manner so as to attempt to reproduce the historic
experience of the housing market. It must be taken into
consideration, therefore, that:-

• Other new factors may emerge in the future which will
have a key bearing on the outturn of the housing market.

• The model will clearly be sensitive to the "accuracy" of
the economic forecasts.

• There will inevitably be additional economic factors
which, if incorporated into the Catastrophe Warning
Indicator, would result in a model more closely reflecting
the historic, and hopefully future, arrears. However, the
additional complications of including and monitoring
further factors would detract from the simplicity and ease
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of application of the model. The model should, therefore,
be thought of as providing a broad indicator of the
likelihood and timing of a catastrophe within the housing
market, rather than predicting the precise extent of any
adverse experience.

• Lending institutions and insurers have taken a more
proactive role in managing arrears cases and levels of
repossessions in the early 1990s. In particular, some
MIG insurers have offered to pay the mortgage interest
arrears of mortgages in specific instances, thereby
avoiding the problem of having to pay the, typically much
larger, MIG claims. The lenders themselves have
increased both the speed and the depth of their
involvement in arrears cases and are becoming gradually
more inclined to utilise repossession only as a last resort.
(The depressed house market over the late 1980s and
early 1990s has resulted in significant numbers of
repossessed properties yielding considerably lower
resale values than original purchase prices and, indeed,
mortgage advances.) Consequently, the percentages of
mortgages currently falling into arrears may be artificially
depressed and hence the fit of our model may be less
accurate for the most recent past.

5.1.6 In any event, we would highlight again that this
Catastrophe Warning Indicator is not intended to be
commercially sensitive in that we hope that all MIG
insurers and lenders will be able to derive equal benefit
from it. Indeed, the model is essentially aimed at
attempting to identify the timing of the potential for another
wave of mortgage arrears and MIG claims as witnessed
over the early .1990s, as well as attempting to highlight the
key factors contributing to the current situation. Once a
potential future catastrophe has been identified, it is a
relatively straightforward process to investigate the
sensitivity of the model to those variables where insurers
or lenders have the ability to exercise some degree of
control now (eg lending criteria), and thereby identify
various evasive actions which could be implemented now
in order to avert that potential catastrophe at some later
point in the future.
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5.2 Progress to Date

5.2.1 The construction of the Catastrophe Warning Indicator
required us to attempt to determine, for each of the key
factors identified in paragraph 5.1.1 above, both the nature
of and the relative magnitude of their impacts on levels of
mortgage arrears (as measured by the percentage of all in-
force mortgages in arrears of 6-12 months). In designing
our model we utilised three main criteria, namely that:-

• the model should be objective, that is operate on a set of
pre-determined algorithms,

• the model should be relatively simple and be easily fitted
to historic data,

• the model should, if possible, attempt to take into
account any interactions between the various key factors.

5.2.2 In designing the Catastrophe Warning Indicator, a number
of possibilities were considered for the nature of the output,
including the following:-

• numbers (or proportion) of arrears cases,

• numbers (or proportion) of repossessions,

• average values of MIG claims (revalued to present
monetary values),

• average amount of mortgage interest arrears (again
revalued to current monetary values).

We elected to utilise the proportion of all in-force
mortgages which have fallen into arrears of between 6-
12 months at a given point in time as being the index for
the Catastrophe Warning Indicator, largely as a result of
our intention that the model should operate on the basis of
relativities. In particular, this implied that the model should
not need to incorporate additional information relating to
extraneous factors other than those incorporated into our
model. If we had wanted instead to utilise the numbers of
arrears cases of between 6-12 months for the model's
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index, we would have needed to incorporate some factor
to take account of changes in the absolute volumes of in-
force mortgages. By considering the proportions of all in-
force mortgages, we can effectively restrict the number of
variables within the model to the minimum, that is to the
key factors only.

5.2.3 The Catastrophe Warning Indicator does not, therefore,
provide any indication of the monetary magnitude of a
potential catastrophe, either to lenders or to MIG insurers.
It does, however, aim to provide an indication of the
severity of potential upturns in arrears cases in (relative)
frequency terms. Consideration of the forecast relative
frequencies in the light of numbers of mortgages in force
and the average projected costs of arrears cases (which
may well be unique to each lender or MIG insurer) would
then provide some indication of the potential financial
impact of a given scenario.

5.2.4 In attempting to identify both the nature of the influence
that each of our key factors exerted on the proportions of
mortgages in arrears and the relationships between each
of the factors, three main types of mathematical model
were considered as follows:-

• Additive models - such that each factor contributes its
own independent effect, possibly in addition to some
interactive or correlative effects.

• Multiplicative models • whereby the component factors
have a multiplicative effect on each other such that all
the factors are somehow correlated.

• Matrix-type models • such that the magnitude of the
correlations of any one factor to each of the remaining
factors can be identified by means of a matrix.
Multiplying this matrix with another matrix comprising
scalars and taking the determinant of their product would
then produce an indication of the overall impact of the
selected factor combinations. This form of model is, in
effect, an extension of the additive model outlined above.
An iterative method could be utilised to identify the
parameters and scalars "of best fit".
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5.2.5 We elected to utilise an additive model which did not
attempt to identify explicitly the effects of correlations
between each of our selected key factors. Whilst we
recognise that very strong correlations exist between the
factors identified, for example between rates of interest and
underlying levels of inflation or between house price
inflation and retail price inflation, our approach could be
interpreted as having allowed for correlations in an implicit
manner via:-

• the choice of weights within weighted averages,

• the scalars applicable to each variable, and

• the use of real data (ie net of underlying inflation) in
some instances.

Our model is of the form:-

Yt = x1A1 + X2Bt + x3Ct + x4Dt + X5Et + X6(1/Ft) + x7(1/Gt) + X8Ht - z

where:-

Yt = the proportion of all in-force mortgages which are in
arrears of between 6 to 12 months of interest
payments at the end of calendar year t,

x1, x2, x3, x4, x5, X6, x7, x8 and z are scalars,

At = the average rate of inflation, as measured by RPI,
over calendar year t,

Bt = the average rate of change in the rate of
unemployment over calendar years t, t-1 and t-2,

Ct = a weighted average of the rate of change in
mortgage rates of interest over calendar years 1.1-1
and t-2,

Dt = a weighted average of the maximum multiples of
earnings on which mortgages were generally
advanced over calendar years t, t-1 and t-2,
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Et = a weighted average of the maximum loan to value
ratio on which mortgages were generally advanced
over calendar years t, t-1 and t-2,

Ft = the average rate of house price inflation over
calendar years t and t-1,

Gt = the average percentage of mortgage interest met by
income tax relief over calendar years t and t-1,

Ht = the average rate of divorce over calendar years t
and t-1.

5.2.6 We utilised historic data over the period 1982 to 1991
inclusive in fitting our model. Our intention was to attempt
to fit our model to both conditions of "attritional" arrears
experience as exhibited over the mid-1980s and the
deterioration witnessed over the early 1990s in order to
arrive at a reasonably robust indicator of the mortgage
arrears climate. We utilised the following sources of
information, for which data was generally available as at
the end of each calendar year:-

• divorce rates - Office of Population Censuses and
Surveys,

• RPI - International Financial Statistics Yearbook,

• (real) house price inflation - Social Trends 22,

• mortgage rates of interest - Building Societies
Commission,

• rate of unemployment - Department of Employment
(DoE),

• percentage of total mortgage interest met by tax relief -
Council of Mortgage Lenders,

• percentage of mortgages 6-12 months in arrears -
Council of Mortgage Lenders.
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5.2.7 As some of the available data was only available in
graphical format, consistency in the interpretation of such
information may not necessarily have been attained. We
therefore recognise that the source data utilised in the
fitting of our model may be approximate in certain
instances, but we nonetheless believe that we have been
able to establish at least a solid basis for the further
development of such a Catastrophe Warning Indicator. Our
intention is to develop the model further (and obviously to
establish the correct historic data values from non-
graphical sources as appropriate), to include some, or
possibly all, the refinements as discussed in paragaph
5.3.2 below.

5.2.8 In fitting our model, we have adopted a somewhat less
than scientific approach. Rather than use an iterative
method working towards a sum of least squares, we
approached the model-fitting process with the initial aim of
attempting to establish whether or not a fit of any
description was possible. We attempted to quantify the
relative degrees of influence on the market's arrears
experience attributable to each of our key factors through
an essentially qualitative approach. In particular, we
considered a variety of scenarios which had, in practice,
given rise to arrears cases and utilised the backgrounds to
each of these cases in order to gain an understanding of
the main causes for the lapse into mortgage interest
arrears. This form of analysis was crucial to selecting the
time frames over which weighted averages of data values
were to be calculated. For example, there appears to be a
significant lag following substantial increases in the
mortgage rate of interest before the proportion of
mortgages in arrears starts to climb. This particular
phenomenon can be explained, in part, by the short-term
use of personal savings and the taking on of second jobs
by mortgage holders in instances where finances had
already been stretched at the point of mortgage advance.

5.2.9 Once some semblance of a workable model started to
emerge, the closeness of fit of the model was refined by
way of trial and error, within the context of both the values
of the scalars (which represent the relative magnitudes of
the impact of each factor) and the weights used within the
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calculations of the various weighted averages. The model
was constructed as a spreadsheet, which lent itself readily
to a trial and error approach, and utilised a square of
residual terms indicator in order to assist with the fitting
process.

5.2.10 Our full results are shown in Appendix A2. The table below
shows our fitted values against the actual proportions of
mortgages 6-12 months in arrears at the end of each of
calendar years 1984 to 1991 inclusive.

Percentage of mortgages 6-12 months in arrears at end of:

5.2.11 The results in the above table indicate a reasonably close
fit over the period under consideration. Whilst the
percentage tracking error of the model over the period
1987-1989 is significantly higher than witnessed elsewhere,
the fitted values do nonetheless duplicate the shape of the
graph of the actual experience over time surprisingly well,
giving us some degree of confidence in the robustness of
the model. In particular, we have been able to duplicate, at
least in broad terms, the extremities witnessed in the UK
housing market over the period analysed, thereby enforcing
our belief that a Catastrophe Warning Indicator is a
feasible proposition and, indeed, may have useful practical
applications.

5.3 Next Steps

5.3.1 We would be the first to acknowledge that the Catastrophe
Warning Indicator in its current state is far from
sophisticated in its construction and application. We
recognise, in particular, that the model is weak in at least
the following areas:-
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Actual
Fitted

Residual
% error

1984

0.66
0.64

0.02
3.0

1985

0.74
0.76

-0.02
2.7

1986

0.67
0.65

0.02
3.0

1987

0.67
0.62

0.05
7.5

1988

0.50
0.56

-0.06
12.0

1989

0.73
0.80

-0.07
9.6

1990

1.31
1.25

0.06
4.6

1991

1.68
1.68

0.00
0.0



• The fitting of the model to historic data.

• The accuracy and interpretation of historic data sources,
particularly in respect of the 1991 year-end where the
majority of available data are best estimates of the
position at the end of the 1991 calendar year.

• We have not attempted to allow explicitly for the
correlations which are thought to exist between our key
factors.

• The number of the factors incorporated into the model
may well be excessive. In particular, the effects of certain
of the factors (for example, the rate of retail price
inflation) has a relatively small degree of influence on the
results of the model. Changes in mortgage rates of
interest, another factor in the model, might already be
thought of as indicative of underlying rates of inflation as
the UK Government utilised mainly monetarist policies to
control (or attempt to control) inflation over the period of
time analysed.

5.3.2 We would welcome comments and suggestions at the
GIRO conference for the development and refinement of
the model both in general terms and along more specific
lines as follows:-

• fitting the model (including computerised iterations),

• type of model considered most suitable (additive,
multiplicative, matrix or other),

• factors for inclusion/exclusion,

• other approaches for "calculating* the impact of each key
factor,

• econometric models,

• economic forecasting (ie rather than relying on external
sources, economic variables such as consumer price
inflation could be modelled).
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We would, of course, welcome specific suggestions along
other lines, including the abandonment of future work in
connection with a Catastrophe Warning Indicator!

5.3.3 Notwithstanding the above, what needs to be established
is whether or not there is any practical value in continuing
to develop a Catastrophe Warning Indicator and, if so, to
what applications can the model be put? Our own thoughts
in this area are summarised below, but again we would
welcome suggestions and comments. Our own suggestions
include the following possibilities:-

• a model to assist mortgage providers in the
establishment of bad or doubtful debt provisions,

• a model to assist MIG insurers in the reserving process
for this class of business,

• a generalised MIG rating model if used in conjunction
with forecasts of numbers of mortgages and average
costs of arrears and MIG claims.

5.3.4 Clearly, the Catastrophe Warning Indicator in its existing
form is not suitable for use as a premium rating model in
that it does not allow for:-

• specialised mortgage products such as fixed interest rate
loans for a known period of time,

• local branch manager discretion in granting mortgage
advances on non-standard lending criteria,

• the characteristics of each individual borrower or
borrowers under a specific mortgage in terms of the
multiple of income advanced, loan-to-value ratio of
mortgage, occupation, geographical location of the
property purchased, etc.

5.3.5 In respect of the last point in the above paragraph, it would
be a relatively straightforward task to utilise house price
inflation and unemployment data specific to each
geographical location in attempting to assess the outturn
for each such area. The next section of this paper goes
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further than this and discusses a premium rating and
reserving model which is based on the characteristics
pertaining to each individual mortgage and which derives,
in principle, from our Micro Relationship Model.

5.3.6 The PLWP has had little opportunity to date to persuade
MIG insurers to participate in the development of either the
(macro) Catastrophe Warning Indicator or the (micro)
premium rating and reserving model. This may have been
attributable, in part, to the reluctance of insurers to become
involved in the PLWP in the belief that their own data, their
own MIG claims experience or their own approaches would
have been made public. It is also possible that insurers
were already content that their own such models, if these
were being developed, were satisfactory or that they may
have been unprepared to see the product of their
expenditure on the design and implementation of such
models utilised for research purposes.

5.3.7 We hope that our own progress with a premium rating and
reserving model and the development of our Catastrophe
Warning Indicator will encourage mortgage lenders and
MIG insurers alike to participate in the refinement of such
models. The pooling of resources and ideas for the
development of models with far-reaching practical
applications is, in our opinion, the most logical and
economical way forward and will, hopefully, provide some
degree of benefit to all contributors. We would highlight
again that the Catastrophe Warning Indicator is a
generalised model and its modification is not, therefore,
commercially sensitive. It is, as such, intended to benefit all
mortgage lenders and MIG insurers equally. Once refined
and considered to be suitably robust, the model can be
tailored to each specific user by simply applying the model
to the data subset deemed to be most appropriate to that
organisation.
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6. PREMIUM RATING AND RESERVING MODEL

6.1 After some discussion within the PLWP, we decided to abandon
the stochastic approach used in 1991. The result is the
deterministic model reproduced in Appendix A3, in which the
sequence of economic events is taken as given. This could be
either generated by an economic model, which could be
incorporated as the first part of a two-stage process, this being the
second part, or else these could be specified by the user. The
point of this would not necessarily be to generate predictions or
"best estimates", but to answer questions such as:

• what premium would be sufficient for this (possibly extreme)
future economic/social environment?

• what reserves will we need if the future environment is as we
specify?

6.2 The model which we have built uses a pre-specified
economic/social environment. This has no significance in the
outside world - the actual values chosen were invented simply to
allow the model to be tested and illustrated. To this end some fairly
extreme assumptions were used. At first, prices rise rather faster
than wages - which are assumed to fall. This puts an initial
squeeze on incomes, but as the nominal rise in prices is small
there is little rise in house prices. After a year interest rates are
raised, then three months later taxes are raised, although the tax
deducibility of mortgage interest is made more generous. The
result is that at its nadir, after 24 months, the borrower's take-home
pay after mortgage commitments has less than 70% of its original
purchase power.

6.3 A probabilistic trigger has been used to simulate the numbers of
mortgages defaulting. There are assumed to be three causes of
default. These are unemployment, divorce and loss of disposable
income. The numerical values assumed are of no significance - the
probability is generated in a subroutine in the programme which
could easily be altered for any other specified set of relationships.
The probabilities used for illustration have been assumed to be
independent and additive, and are:-
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• Unemployment has been assumed to have a cyclical pattern,
based on a sine curve, repeating over seven years. This ought
to be linked functionally to the other economic variables, but this
is really part of the economic part of the model. Without doubt
the approach which has been used is not realistic.

• The probability of a default from lack of income in any month is
assumed to double with every 10% lost income, and to be 100%
when all income is lost.

• It is assumed that 0.06% of all mortgagors get divorced each
month, and that half of these cases result in default.

6.4 The amount of the insurance claim is based on the new type of
contract introduced in the UK earlier this year. This may result in
a large proportion of the loss being borne by the lender, especially
when house prices have fallen drastically.

6.5 With the nature of the assumptions, the results themselves have
no importance, and we have shown them simply to illustrate the
framework. More work needs to be done not only in projecting an
economic framework but also in researching the relationship
between the economic variables and the incidence of defaults. In
the end these are judgemental decisions rather than analysable
facts. As seen above, the relationships are very complicated, and
we need to decide which are the most important relationships
which have to be included, what is the form of the relationship, and
what the parameters are. However, the strength of the framework
is that we can test a large number of initial variables for their effect
on the final answers - not only the loan to value relationship, but
the loan service costs as a proportion of pay, the mortgagor's
gross income as a proportion of the mortgage, and other such
differentiating factors which undoubtedly play a part in the risk but
which are currently ignored in underwriting this type of insurance
in the UK.

6.6 Further steps will be to define the relationships. This may well lead
to a restatement of the framework. A strong arithmetical link may
be found between unemployment and the other economic factors,
or it may not. If not, then the existence in the current framework of
unemployment as an independent factor may be justified, even
though it has been included merely as an interim expedient. In any
case, the rate of unemployment is not the same thing as the
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probability of becoming unemployed, and this should also be
considered when trying to upgrade the model. Almost all the other
relationships Included are subject to the same type of
considerations.

6.7 Although the results themselves are of no importance, the values
chosen do illustrate one notable fact. Default in the first month of
the contract causes loss of over £25,000. This does rely on some
assumptions we made about how long it takes for property to be
sold after default and how much the fixed expenses of the sale are
likely to be, but we believe the assumptions made (two years and
£5,000 respectively) are realistic. As this is the first month of the
contract, it is barely affected by the economic variables assumed.
This illustrates that loss may be substantial even with a significant
margin - we have taken 7% for illustration - at the outset between
the loan and the value of the collateral property.

6.8 Feedback is sought from the 1992 GIRO conference on whether
further work on such models will be useful. It is possible that
models at this level will be regarded as commercially sensitive and
that different MIG insurers will wish to develop their own particular
models. Alternatively, there may be merit in refining the model so
that it can be used as a standard mechanism into which insurers
will input their own choice of economic variables.
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7. NEXT STEPS

7.1 Feedback

The PLWP requests detailed feedback from the 1992 GIRO
conference on the work done to date.

7.2 Direction

The PLWP needs to develop a clear understanding of what further
work will be useful, both for MIG and other product lines.

7.3 Other Products

In the PLWP's view much of the recent work on MIG has relevance
to other product lines, in particular those products, such as
Creditor, whose financial performance is in some way related to
economic factors.
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APPENDICES

A1. Overseas Practice

- US,

- Europe,

- South Africa,

- Australia/New Zealand,

- Japan.

A2. Catastrophe Warning Indicator Model

- details and full results.

A3. Premium Rating and Reserving Model

- details and full results.
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APPENDIX A1

OVERSEAS PRACTICE

Introduction

MIG is a component of relatively sophisticated mortgage markets
and therefore is present in relatively few countries. This note
highlights the key elements of MIG in the US, Canada, Europe,
South Africa, Australia, New Zealand and Japan.
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US MIG PRACTICE

Standard US practice is for the MIG insurer to "underwrite" the loan. The
lending institution originates the loan and in return for that obtains an
origination fee (typically 1%). Any further involvement is confined to servicing
for which there are basic service fees and excess service fees. However, at
some point most or all of a lender's loans will be securitised and sold on. This
practice enables lending institutions to operate on very low capital.

In common US practice, the MIG insurer will support many lenders. The MIG
product is needed to enable securitisation to take place, as otherwise the
mortgage pool insurance is not available. Mortgage pool insurance therefore
provides an excess layer on top of individual MIG covers. This practice is
standard throughout the industry because the main buyers of securitised
loans require it to be so (the US government sponsored agencies Fannie Mae
and Freddie Mac buy 70% of such loans).

The typical US MIG insurer will rate business according to property type
(detached, terraced, etc), construction type (timber frame, stone), position and
location, loan to value, individual customer credit rating, and individual
customer credit history.

US practice includes a range of MIG products including

- MIG by annual premium,

- MIG with and without a refund to the customer on moving house,

- short term MIG in which the lender has the choice of the period of MIG
cover, this period being much shorter than the term of the mortgage, for
example a five year MIG on a 25 year mortgage, with an option for the
lender to exercise to extend the cover.

It is common practice for MIG insurers to take steps early in the process to
reduce total claims outgo. Such "delinquent loss mitigation" involves making
staged payments to prevent arrears becoming excessive. If there is an
eventual full MIG claim then any such staged payments would be treated as
partial claim payments which had been made early and will thus reduce the
final MIG claim amount.
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The MIG insurer's rights of subrogation vary by state. In some states it is
possible for the insurer to pursue the borrower for all loans, in some states
only on loans covering secondary residences, and in other states not at all.

US MIG insurers may only write MIG. This has the effect of building specialist
expertise - the MIG insurer's financial performance results only from its
management of its MIG business, and cannot be supported by profits from
other product lines.

Note: An excellent summary of mortgage securitisation in the US appeared
in the Economist on 15 August 1992.
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CANADIAN MIG PRACTICE

In the Canadian mortgage insurance market 70% of lenders insure through
the Canada Mortgage Association, which is State run, and the other 30%
insure through the private company of The Mortgage Insurance Company of
Canada, who were founded in 1964.

MICC made a net profit of $3.5m in 1991 and $64m was paid out in claims,
$35m of which accounted for residential properties.

MICC write in all provinces, with the exception of Alberta. In Alberta
mortgages do not have a repayment covenant, and therefore when individuals
experience problems with their mortgages, they can simply "walk away".
Consequently, MICC lost on 20% of the policies they wrote in Alberta and
have thus withdrawn from the province.

The Canadian market is aided by a couple of factors:

1. Fluctuating interest rates are not an issue since all mortgages are fixed
rate.

2. There is no limit on housing stock - the Canadians are building all the
time. Historic building classification can apply to a building erected in
1910.

The Canadian mortgage market is very standardised, with banks carrying out
alt the mortgage lending. Furthermore, there are only five major banks in
Canada.

MICC approve the lenders they write for and have established procedures.
They supply lenders with a lending guide but do not dictate lending terms.
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USAGE OF MIG IN EUROPE

Introduction

Experience differs from country to country but seems to fall into 5 groupings:

i) no insurance at all,

ii) the whole loan being insured,

iii) the amount of the loan exceeding a set percentage of the valuation of the
property being insured (eg UK),

iv) borrowers being required to contribute separately to a reserve fund to
cover losses (eg Denmark),

v) borrowers being required to provide guarantors (eg France and Germany).

The manner in which any insurance is effected can also differ between
countries. The Danish effectively use a self-insurance system, whereas in the
UK the large insurance companies at present undertake "top slice" insurance.

There now follows a review of systems used in each country.

1. Belgium

The closest thing to a mortgage insurance system is the credit insurance
which some companies use.

It has not been successful as the cost has been reflected in the interest
rate and insurers have tried to interfere with lending criteria.

Credit insurance normally consists of an "open" or whole turnover policy
to cover all the business handled by the lender. Specific risks, however,
can be insured.

Usually a cover rate threshold is set at which the lender is required to
submit the file to the insurer. The insurer then conducts his own
investigation into creditworthiness, track record in honouring financial
commitments and a further appraisal of the mortgaged property and its
environment.
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Cover is provided up to the time when the LTV has reduced to a
percentage where the lender feels that he can accept the whole risk.

In the absence of credit insurance, various guarantees are used on high
LTV mortgages. These can range from third party personal guarantees
to the domiciliation of income on an account held by the lender.

Normal LTV is from 60% to 80% of the value of the properly in the event
of a voluntary public sale.

2. Germany

There are no mortgage insurance schemes as German credit institutions
and insurance companies dislike the cover of such risks, probable losses
being difficult to calculate.

It is also understood that insurers do not like the idea of bearing
significant portions of the lending risk.

Bank guarantees are used as lenders cannot advance more than 80%
without additional collateral being provided.

Some Bausparkassen cooperate with specialist institutions and act as
intermediaries for guarantees.

A fee of around 1% of the guaranteed top slice of the loan is charged,
and this guarantee then works exclusively for the lender.

The guarantor may also have recourse to the borrower.

3. Denmark

Lending in Denmark is highly regulated, and this type of cover is
provided for by lenders having a reserve requirement.

Reserves must be held worth 5% of the volume of bonds in circulation
upon which the loan is based. This is met by the borrower paying, on a
loan with a currency of 20-30 years, an upfront payment of 1% of the
principal and a contribution of 2% of the quarterly or semi-annual
instalment.
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Interest of between 8% and 10% before tax is paid on to the reserve
requirement for each loan. This ensures that the reserve is accumulated
over a period of about 9 years.

This scheme avoids the 50% taxation on mortgage credit institutions
which has been in place since 1987.

4. Spain

There is very little insurance of loans in Spain as loans are normally only
70-75% of the property value.

Great store is held in ensuring the properties involved are prudently and
correctly valued, and Spanish mortgage law then insists that appropriate
"loss insurance" is taken out if the loan is greater than the normal LTV
ratio. No further information is available on this "loss insurance".

5. France

Mortgage guarantee insurance is not used in France. The lenders can
require:

i) a mortgage security on the property subject to the loan,

ii) a mortgage security on another property belonging to the borrower,

iii) the joint guarantee of one or more persons,

iv) the mortgage guarantee of one or more persons.

6. Greece

Again there appears to be no need for this type of insurance as the
maximum LTV is 50%.

7. Italy

The main supplementary guarantees used are:

i) a guarantee from a credit institution which guarantees payment of
instalments or the principal,
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ii) an insurance policy for a single premium for the amount over 50% of
the building cost - these policies oblige the lender to begin
proceedings upon non-payment of two or three instalments,

iii) a pledge of goods or valuables owned by the borrower or by a third
party.

8. Norway

Once more bank guarantees are the norm and actual mortgage
insurance usage is declining.

Norwegian lenders do not normally advance more than 80% of the value
of the property. If more is requested then a bank or personal guarantee
is needed. Personal guarantees usually come from the parents of the
prospective borrowers.

Bank guarantees are normally in the form of personal surety so that the
lender can recover from the guarantor immediately repayment is overdue,
even if it is only one payment.

Credit insurance is sometimes still used for larger loans. In these cases
the lender does the administration and informs the insurer which loans
are insured. Insurers must be notified within 90 days if there is default on
payments.

9. The Netherlands

There are two types of insurance, although details are currently sketchy:

i) Mortgage Interest Insurance - most lenders have this insurance,
which apparently covers the actual risk of mortgage lending,

ii) Topslice Insurance - this insures the lender's total portfolio against all
risks of not getting repayment on the mortgage for the top slice of the
loan (eg above 100% of the foreclosure value).
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10. Portugal

No mortgage guarantee insurance is used as such. When cover is
requested by a lender, it is written by insurance companies on an
individual basis.

The debtor may change or cancel this insurance which may be updated,
whenever the financing entity requires it.

Conclusion

There are a variety of methods used in Europe for covering the risk of default.
A definite trend seems to be emerging.

Amongst the more sophisticated northern European countries there appears
to be a move away from insurance of such risks and towards the building of
reserves and obtaining various forms of bank and personal guarantee.

Major factors within continental lending policy that allow the use of this type
of guarantee are:

i) the amount of lending for house purchase,

ii) the amount of high LTV lending.

The UK mortgage market has a greater proportion of high LTV lending than
our continental neighbours and many countries do not have the same attitude
towards owning their own home (eg France and Germany) as prevails in the
UK.
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MIG PRACTICE IN AUSTRALIA AND NEW ZEALAND

The great majority of MIG business is written by three companies:

• Housing Loans Insurance Corporation (HLIC),

• MGICA,

• CU Australia Mortgage Insurance Corporation.

Other general insurers write a small amount of MIG business. Two companies
write only in New Zealand.

HLIC was established in 1965 as a statutory corporation guaranteed by the
Commonwealth Government, however it is due to be sold.

The volume of loans insured fell by over 50% between 1988 and 1990.

Lending in Australia is controlled by the Housing Loans insurance Act
1965-66.
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MIG PRACTICE IN JAPAN

In summary, the standard MIG contract is not much known in Japan. Mortage
insurance is small and, if provided, is generally available through the
specialised subsidiary of the mortgage lender (usually a bank).

The pattern of mortgage borrowing is different to that in the UK. Most
employees have access to some housing loan through their employer and
there are then public utilities which provide further funds. Only for unusual
loans would a customer need to borrow from the commercial sector, ie the
banks.

Insurers are not really involved - lenders cover their own lending risks.
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